Council Delays Positioning;
Veto Approved After Hot Debate Question Selection Method

Spolter Challenged
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ASB President Jerry Spotter discovered yesterday, much to his
surprise, that his veto of the Model
United Nations budget was acceptable to the Student Council, despite the fact that there are four
MUN members serving as class
representatives.
However, the debate which followed a motion to over-ride the
veto (which ultimately failed
9-8-1) revealed that the president
is, by no means, considered faultless by the council members, as
they attacked his reasons for the
veto as "not holding water" and
proceeded to uncover others which
appeared to have considerable influence upon their final decision.
Spolter’s arguments against
MUN are that it is restricted to
too small a group, does not return
enough public relations value, and
that his personal experiences in

MUN have not justified it as an
ASB expense, especially now that
extra student funds are nearly
exhausted.
Wes Watkins, senior representative, opened debate saying, "It’s
up to the council to decide on
budgets. We’re getting to a point
in student government where it’s a
one man show. The president is
controlling the purse strings where
the 18-member council should be."
Spotter’s own administrative assistant, Gene Lokey, lashed at the
president’s arguments, saying,
"Jerry’s logic does not hold water."
Lokey explained that the public
relations value attained from MUN
is adequate, considering that each
delegation receives publicity in its
respective area newspapers.
Ken Shackleford, senior representative, stated that he feels the
budget problem is not the important issue. Rather, "approving
the MUN budget will open the door

for any small special interest group
(such as MUN ) to request funds
for similar activities."
In defense of his veto Spotter,
in a raspy tone, declared. "None of
the arguments hold water, they
only hold alcohol!" (referring to
alleged excessive drinking at MUN
conventions).
The council immediately objected
to the president’s using "irrelevant" and "emotional" appeals and
he was told to refrain from such
conduct.
Spotter managed to retain the
floor and continued his defense. "I
included the lack of publicity because it was a main reason why
you (the council) passed it last
week," he explained. "Our budget
is already overspent. They (MUN)
can collect their own funds as the
Ski Club does." He agreed that
SJS has, in the past, had an outstanding delegation.
"I don’t know where Spotter did

Fate of Spartan City
Now Up to Trustees
By JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
This past Sunday marked the
final step in the climatic days of
the fight to save Spartan City.
The Residents To Preserve Married Student Housing, a committee
made up of Spartan City homesteaders, met with their counterparts from Gatorville, San Francisco State College’s answer to
Spartan City.
Both groups conferred on the
matter of married student housing
Sunday afternoon in the College
Union.
Jerry Spotter, ASB president,
called for the meeting at the California State College Student Presidents’ Association meeting at S.F.
State late in October "in an effort to arrive at a cohesive and
united plan of operation by which
to approach the California State
College Board of Trustees."
SPECIAL HEARING
SJS’ Spartan City representatives were granted a special hearing by the Board of Trustees on
Nov. 23 due to a letter from Governor Edmund G. Brown requesting such a hearing.
Gov. Brown’s letter came as a
result of a huge letter-writing
campaign launched by Spar tan
City dwellers early in October.
Petitions and letters were
mailed, not only to Brown, but to
U.S. Senators Thomas Kuchel and
George Murphy.
Albert Ruffo, chairman of the
board of trustees, was on the mailing list along with numerous state
senators, assemblymen and local
political dignitaries.
Commenting on the dilenma
which faces not only SJS’ Spartan
City, but many other state colleges in California, Spotter said,
"I consider this as a problem area
that falls within the jurisdiction
of student government support."
LARGE SEGMENT
"Married students comprise a
sizeable segment of the student
population," Spotter emphasized,
"and correspondingly shouldn’t be
excluded from consideration."
Jim Marchello, chairman of the
Spartan City group, explained,
"Our appearance before the board
of trustees will be the climax to

our effort to save married student housing at SJS."
Spartan City residents have been
in a continual struggle to save
their Seventh Street community
from destruction since they heard
of its proposed removal in the Vol. 54
summer of 1967.
Six of the ten housing units will
be torn down next summer to
make room for the new SJS maintenance yard.

It was a repeat performance for
Student Council yesterday when
presidential appointments, this time
to the Personnel Selection Committee, were questioned by representatives.
Ken Shackelford, senior representative, sparked the questioning
by pointing out that the act establishing the Personnel Selection
Committee specifically names six
persons who must approve the appointments the College Union
Program Board director, the vicepresident, the president and three
members of council.
PROCEDURES DISREGARDED?
Shackelford said that only two
council members and Margaret
Davis, personnel officer, had interviewed the four appointees in question. "Are we going to let procedures be disregarded?" he asked.
Don McInnes, senior representative, asked the president to with-

draw his appointments for one
week until proper procedures for
appointment had been followed.
"This is the committee that will
appoint the members of all other
committees. This is the committee
upon which we function. I demand
that constitutional criteria be
followed."
ASB Pres. Jerry Spotter replied.
"You’re putting the letter of the
law above the spirit of the law.
Is it totally necessary to withdraw
the appointments?"
By a 9-8-2 vote, Council demonstrated it was. Later in the meeting, after a 10-minute recess, Glen
Williams, sophomore representative, moved that council reconsider
the appointments.
A vote to put off the appointments for one week and have the
appointees go through interviews
again following constitutional procedures passed, 9-8-2.
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Has It Improved?

Full House
To Witness
Chinese Play
Tickets for Madge Miller’s Chinese fantasy, "The Land of the
Dragon," are sold out, but individuals will be seated as cancellations make it possible.
The children’s theatre production will open at 4 p.m. today in
the College Theatre. Additional
performances are scheduled for 2
p.m. tomorrow and 10:30 a.m. and
2 p.m. Saturday.
Dr. Courtaney Brooks, professor
of drama and play director of the
play, follows the manner of traditional Chinese theatre in her presentation.
As in Peking Opera, musicians
will be seated on stage. Instruments used will include three
gongs, xylophone, harp, and finger
cymbals. Various traditional folk
songs will mark the entrance and
exit of each major character
Overture will be the Flower Drum
Song by Hun Ku Ko.
Glenn Pascal, who plays the nonspeaking property man, aided the
cast in their use of pantomine. In
Chinese theatre, for exampl e,
movement of a tasseled stick represents travel by horse and rapid
circling of the stage by actors
symbolizes a long journey.
Covet Spring is played by Kenneth Neuwald; Stage Manager by
Alan James and Robert Clark the
guard. Honorable Musicians are
Darlene Loran, Chan Chark Lui
and Susan Peters.

Old Spartan Life Hard, Joyless
(EDITOR’S NOTE This in an interpretative chronicle comparing life
on the SJS campus today to life
in ancient Sparta.
By BILL GALSTAN
The life of a Spartan is rugged
. . from the day he Is born.
When a mother delivers a Spartan
child, she decides if it will be fit.
If it appears weak, it is left to
die on forbidding Mount Drop-Out
with all the other Spartan hopefuls who did not pass the entrance
test.
This is part of the Spartan physical fitness program. Many are left
out in the cold.
Spartan boys live with their
mothers until age seven when they
are forced to join Spartan ROTC.
They are then moved into military life, and separated from parents.

Since World War II, Armistice
Day has been recognized as a day
of tribute to the dead of that
conflict, as well as of World War I.
In Canada Nov. 11 became known
as Remembrance Day. In Great
Britain the Sunday nearest Nov. 11
was proclaimed as Remembrance
Sunday and was devoted to "honoring" the dead of both world wars.
Armistice Day continued to he
observed, although with deereasing fervor, through 1953. On June
I, 1954, President Dwight 1). Eisenhower signed an art of Congress
"to honor veterans on the eleventh
day of November of each year . .
a day dedicated to world peace."
The American Legion, the Veterans of Foreign Wats, the Disabled American Veterans, and the
American Veterans Committee all
approved this change. Thus Veterans’ Day came into being as a
more meaningful holiday.

While in military training, boys
eat coarse food at the Spartan
cafeteria and sleep on rushes in
the Spartan dorms in order to
achieve brave dispositions.
SPARTA SERFS
In fact, they are not even allowed to bathe; therefore their
long blond hair is often dirty.
Long blond hair is appropriate,
because every beach in Sparta has
a good serf.
The serfs, however, never make
any waves.
Theft from the Spartan bookstore is encouraged because this
serves as an exercise in agility and
cleverness. Successful thieves win
the admiration of their peers. If
caught, the boys are punished by
the Spartan Security Police for
being clumsy and are forced to fast
and occasionally are flogged. Since

the Spartan community is predominantly Caucasian, the latter
punishment is known as white
backlash.
Spartan meals are small, in
order to promote tall, slender
bodies. Twice each year, the young
Spartans must pass a final exam
flogging.
At the age of 20, Spartan cadets
are commissionel into field service.
They are permitted at that age
to marry, but may see their wives
only by stealth. One reason for
this is the lack of married housing
units. Because there is noe enough
room in Spartan City, and also for
military reasons, men are forced
to live in barracks, sometimes
made of stone, such as Boulder
Hall.
Military life ends at 30 when
men can become active members

Blood Drive Underway Today
The annual Red Cross blood
drive is being held on campus today from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Catholic Women’s Center, across
from the SJS Library.
An all-time high of 400 pints of
blood is being sought by the ASS
Community Services Committee,
sponsors of the drive. Last year’s
total was 370 pints, according to
Edward Stone, co-chairman of the
blood drive.
In order to donate blood a student must weigh at least 114

Annual Veterans’ Day Dates Back
To 1918 World War I Armistice
By NORMAN NICHOLLS
S.IS will he among the many
institutions closing in observance
of Veterans’ Day tomorrow.
San Jose’s annual Veterans’ Day
parade will begin at 9:30 a.m. at
First and St. John streets. This
year the parade will he grand marshaled by Louis Rossi, Past
Commander of American Legion
Post 399 and active member of
American Veterans of World
War I.
The origin of Veteran’s Day
dates hark to Nov. 11, 1919. This
day commemorated the first anniversary of the signing of the armistice between the Allies and Germany and became known as Armistice Day. From this time on.
Nov. 11 was set aside in the United
States, Great. Britain and France
as a day of remembrance for those
who had given their lives in the
first global cuttflict.

his research," scoffed Dick Miner,
a graduate representative, who has
attended MUN conferences with
the president, "the only time I saw
him was when he was asleep in
our room which was most of the
day."
An irate council member said
later that the president is trying
to force his executive authority
upon the council too often and
that he (the council member) may
be tempted to vote against Spotter
the next time, to prove a point.
Spotter said after the meeting
that he feels the council’s vote
demonstrates much respect for
executive authority on their part.
"I feel that this veto represents
the best thing I’ve done all year,"
he said. "Because there are so
many MUN members on the council, I expected my veto to be overridden, but I felt the importance
of the issue necessitated the risk,"
he concluded.

Special services are held each
Veterans’ Day at the Tomb of the
Unknowns in Arlington National
Cemetery, Arlington, Va., and at
similar shrines in other countries.
Brass bands and marching units
of veterans and active military
personnel take part in parades that
are held in almost every city In
the nation.
In observance of Veterans’ Day
there will be no classes tomorrow.
The SJS Library will be (+lard
all day hut resume its regular
schedule for the weekend. The
Spartan Bookstore will also he
closed tomorrow.
Students with dormitory meal
tickets may use them in the Spartan Cafeteria which will be open
from 8 am. to 4 p.m.
The Spartan Daily will not be
published on Veterans’ Day. All
announcements to appear in Monday’s Daily must be submitted by
1:30 pin, today.

pounds and not have eaten fatty
foods three hours before the donation.
Students under 21 must have
their parents permission to give
blood.
Campus organizations with the
highest percentage of membership
donating blood will be awarded
plaques. Award categories include
sororities and fraternities, living
centers and other non-fraternal
organizations.
Participation in the blood -giving
program will entitle the student
donor to a credit card good for one
year. The card gives him and his
relatives access to an unlimited
supply of blood for one year.

Through the National Red Cross
Reciprocity System which includes
agreements with 56 Regional Red
Cross Centers, the Canadian Red
Cross and the American Association of Blood Banksthis credit
card can provide blood to anyone
in the United States, Canada, the
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
Blood donated today will be distributed to the local Red Cross
acting as the blood bank for four
counties and 32 hospitals.
A blood donation today will also
provide the student donor with a
certificate showing his blood type
and group. This information is
valuable to the donor in case of
emergency.

of the assembly. At this point,
people qualify for federally owned
farms and federally supported
studious work. If they are wealthy
enough to have serfs work the
land, the Spartans exercise in the
men’s gym and relieve the stresses
of life in the merriment of wine
parties, much enjoyed by the
Greeks.
SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS
Spartan women have similar
backgrounds. The state demands
each female be active in physical
education. Women run, wrestle,
throw the discus and jump. They
become exempt from P.E. when
they marry. Perhaps this is why so
many Spartan women become fat
after marriage.
Spartan government is made up
of all the people. There is a common body where all citizens are
members, and a superior body, the
Council of Old Men, The Spartan
Council is made up of 28 elders
and two kings.
They must be at least 60 years
old and known for sobriety, virtue
and wisdom.
Coincidentally, the council is
made up of almost entirely of
Greeks.

Freshmen representatives Al
Carroll, Doug De Costa, Kathy
Eddins and Jeff Trout were sworn
in as council members at yesterday’s meeting by Seth Thomas,
chief justice.
OFFICE ABOLISHED
Student Council abolished the
elective office of Executive Secretary by a vote of 15-1-0. The proposal to delete this office from the
constitution will go before the
voters on Tuesday, Nov. 22 and
Wednesday, Nov. 23.
Dick Miner, chairman of the
Campus Policy Committee also reported that a resolution concerning
a wage increase for student employees of Spartan Shops will be
presented to the board of directors
for their suggestions. The resolution calls for wages of $1.60 per
hour beginning in Spring, 1967 and
asks that Spartan Shops hire as
many students as possible.

Voters Pass
Bond Issue,
Kill Prop. 16
California voters have endorsed
Proposition 2. which okays a $230
million bond issue for college and
university construction.
With upwards of 75 per cent of
the precincts counted, Proposition
2 showed 2,341,616 in favor to
1,836,241 against.
Rejection of t h e so - called
CLEAN Amendment (Proposition
16) contradicted pre-election polls,
which indicated it would win. But
the count against Proposition 16
was 2,534,221 to 1,866,966 with
over 75 per cent of the precincts
counted.
The amendment would have
given juries the sole right to decide whether material offered "the
common conscience" of a community and would have authorized
police to confiscate suspected obscene literature without search
warrants,
College professor Houston I.
Flournoy has apparently defeated
Democratic incumbent Alan Cranston for the job of California State
Comptroller.
Flournoy, a Republican Assemblyman, built up a 40,000 vote lead
with only 373 precincts yet to be
counted in the state. Returns from
28,200 precincts gave Flournoy
3,073,257 votes and Cranston
3,033,622.

Weekend Co-Rec
Saturcli*’s Co-Her will be held
in the Women’s, Men’s and PER
Gyms-12:30-4:30 p.m.
All students not going home
during the three-day weekend are
welcome to participate in activities
such as badminton, ping pong, volleyball, basketball, weight-lifting
and gymnastics.

Faculty To Present Recital
In Concert Hall Tonight
The SJS Music Department will
present a free faculty recital at
8:15 tonight in Concert Hall.
Concerto in B flat major for
Harp and Orchestra Op. 4, No. 6
by Handel adapted for solo harp
will be played by Mrs. Nancy Gus-

Scheduled Pianist
Cancels Benefit

Eugene Istomin, American pianist, has cancelled his SJS performance due to illness, according
to Bob Pitcher, chairman of the
College Union Program Board.
Istomin was to give a benefit
concert Saturday, Nov. 12, in Concert. Hall at 8:15 p.m. Proceeds
from the program were to go to
the College Union Development
Fluid at SJS.

tavson, SJS music instructor. "Les
Nulls d’Ete," Op. 7 by Berlioz will
be presented by Dr. Edwin Dunning, associate professor of music,
and Miss Priscilla Michael, piano
accompanist.
"Trio in B flat major for clarinet, cello and piano," Op. 11 by
Beethoven will be presented by
Clemet Hutchinson, associate professor of music; Donald Homuth,
associate professor of music; and
Helmut Vogel, visiting music professor from Mannheim, Germany.
Four poems of Archibald Mac
Leish will he presented by John
Beauchamp, composer and graduate student in music. "Madamina"
from "Don Giovanni," "In diesen
heil’gen Hellen" from "Die Zauberflote" and "From Now On"
from ’The Marriage of Figaro" by
Mozart will be presented by Dr.
Dtuuting and Miss Michael,

OPERATION THANKSGIVING received its first donation when
a $25 check was given by Panhellenic representatives, from left,
Maureen Dunn, Panhellenic president, and Joyce Keim, Panhellenic publicity chairman, to Operation Thanksgiving co-chairmen Brian Burgess and Mary Ann Hardy. Sponsored jointly by
AWS and Circle K, Operation Thanksgiving is seeking donations
of canned food which will be distributed by the Salvation Army
to needy families in the San Jose area. Donations will be collected from living centers and commuters are particularly requested to bring contributions to the large food basket on Seventh
Street. The drive will continue until Wednesday. Nov. 16.
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s,ientists in the know say that ill the
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Ath. Mgr.

DICK DANIELS

Editor

future, modern science and technology
will irrigate the deserts, turtling them into
lush gardens of farmland anti paradise.
Miles of greenery will be created out of
what once was barren wasteland.
Little 4I0 ihies know that SJS may have
beaten them to the punch., on a smaller

I EA ANN HERNANDEZ

Staff Editorial

...ale. 4e did ii last
it again this year.

Campus Joins City

Veterans’ Day Fails To Recognize Vain Death
Ours is a world of nuclear giants and
ethical infants. We know more about war
than we do al I peace, more at t killing than WI. do about living."
Our 1111.11 has e died in vain! We have
I us to realize the
only to look ar
tragedy of how vain their attempts have
been.
V. e see their attet»pts as muted pleas
for a rational mankind and it is sad to
realize how astray we have gone in our
attempts to hear their pleas. It is in our
commemoration of Veterans’ Day and our
celebration of Thanksgiving that we see
a pagan tribute to the progress of mankind.

By l’ONI NIF AD

these men u ill not have died in
Throughout history. mankind has been
echoing these sentiosents, but how empty
these poignant words seem to 2th century
110111.
Perhaps (hoar Bradley, American general. best deseribed how perverted these
words have become.
’The 5orld has achieved brilliance without Wr -.1 lllll po er Will I conscience.

UMW, should share some of
it}
Honey’s glory in making Homecoming
successful Netifeld fl
led the Spartan Daily w ith Homecoming news releases a ml oilier information. The
Daily, consequently, spurred the Homecoming spirit on campus in the form
III a Homecoming Edition and with
rI 01 till llllll s news coverage.
Homecomingcharacterized by enthusiasm. emotion, inspiration and
feelingis a time for reunions, memories and old :01001 traditions.
it y. tlten. should some complain
about the "fuss’’ made over Homecoming?
Bouquetsnot brickbatsshould be
thrown at everyone responsible for the
Homecoming’s success.

When you come
in for service,
we don’t call you
"the guy with
the Volkswagen’?
You’re the gentleman with the
lube job.
Or the lady with the wheel
alignment.
Or the couple with the tuneup.
We specialize in Volkswagen
service. It’s our bread and butter.
So when you drive in, we re
all VW business.

Spartan Volkswagen
286-88110

The sum total of humans progress is
lerand
seen in the lack of rumpus

standing in ioday’s world. . .
We fail to see the inconsistency in I
ing our veterans and giving thanks for
a full dinner pail while at the same time
striking down our brother on the battlefield or starling him in the 1105erty ghettos
of the world. ..
We most not allow ourselves to commemorate Veterans’ Day or celebrate
Thanksgiving without awakening our conscience from its dull impasse for mankind
and dedicating ourselves to the full understanding of our fellow brothers.

Thrust and Parry

Corollary to Parkinson’s Law
Editor:
Parkinson’s Law states that "work expands so as to fill the time available for its
completion." After listening to Professor Parkinson’s address Monday evening, I discovered
(discovered, that is, not invented i what I call
Rogers’ Principle i)f Irregularity: Efficiency
is an insufficient criterion in the prorluction
of delight.
Professor Parkinson could have spoken
fur about five seconds. He might merely have
stated his law and departed. Instead, he spoke
for an hour. According to Parkinson’s Law,
the hour speech could be considered an inefficient communication, an expansion of many
words to fill the hour. For scientific purposes,
Professor Parkinson’s address could have been
boiled down to its essential message, and the
audience could have left Morris Dailey Audi-

Great Selection of Brands
For Every Skier

torium much sooner than it did. Had he
boiled down his message, however, Professor
Parkinson would have drained the juice from
his talk. . .
The artistic principle contained in Rogers’
Principle of Irregularity is a supplement to
the scientific approach contained in Parkinson’s Law. It is the "second culture" (in C. P.
Snow’s terms) which needs to be heard. It
is a principle rather than a law because it
is by its very nature less regular, less predictable than the term law usually demands.
It speaks for the heart as well as the head,
compassion as well as wisdom . . .
Wisdom without compassion is dry as dust;
compassion without wisdom is sentimentality.
Arthur H. Rogers
Asst. Prof., Counseling

Kneissl
Kaestle
Voelkl
Tony Sailer
Peter Kennedy
Hart

POLES
Scott
Tomic
Northland
Milco
Dualtape
BOOTSNordica
Rieker
Austrian
Custom-made

440 S. Winchester Blvd.
Opposite Mystery House

Starting Monday, November 14, until Christmas
Open every night until 9 p.m., Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

co-educational.
We might as well do something with the
area since it hasn’t been landscaped. The
landscaping project apparently has more
obstacles in its path than Jerry Spotter
had ill his way tO tlw ASH president’s
office last year.
The project originally was scheduled to
be completed s
time in the distant
past, but if they wait much longer, the
equipment. will he swallowed up in the
mud. If construction is started in the
desert season, they’ll need dynamite for

the groundbreaking ceremonies.
As of right now, Tower Hall looks like
a medieval castle surrounded by a moat
to keep out the invading armies. Maybe
in this case it’s used to keep out the invading students.
Old buildings look nice when they’re
restored like Tower Hall, but moats went
out of style several I
!red years ago.
Maybe some time in the future, the present
will overcome the past and Tower Hall
will have landscaping.
As for now, students taking the shortcut will just have to resort to hip boots,
swint suits or boats.
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The year of the

YAMAHA

SKIS

Phone 244-0880
I :aol N. Fir,i Street

entire area, let it fill up with rainwater
and we could go hack to the days of the
"old swimmin’ hole." sans bathing attire,

"What’s all this jazz about ’backlash’ ...?

of course, to he really authentic. Redblooded SJS males probably would support this project enthusiastically if it were

Itomecoming Credit Due
ki the lorgiiming of this semester,
Bill Honey. I 9146 Ibritieroining chairdinate
Ulan. -.41 Id that his job was to c
the 10 Homecoming subrommittees to
make I 9146 Homecoming the best SJS
ever had seen. Ile sueceeded.
Honey inspire41 the subcommittee
ellairnien to do such jobs as arrange
for the appearances of duo-pianists
Ferrante and ’reicher and of Stan
Ken ton’s band and complete preparation of floats and selection of 11111.111
a Ild grand marshal.
The success of the parade. bonfire
rally. coronation ball, grand marshal’s
banquet and football game shows
Honey was a siiper-chairnian with reliable subcommitee chairmen.
\like \ eufeld. Homecoming public-

study that protluinent "suite ulture," till American student.
Of course this development would depend on the duration of the monsoon
season and ihe rate of progress of the
landscaping project.
Another possibility is to dig up the

Guest Room

hlirrt,S.

tan Stadium. the City Council finally
has started the engine on a potentially.
economically powerful machine.
These spotting trial runs into tbe
20th century should not be allowed
to die out for lark of student fuel.
It is because of bo-ine-- interests

capable of swallowing up for future study
unwary coeds taking a shortcut between
classes. Future scientists will be able to

conommity.
It is time to trade the horse for a
college -run sports car.

engine.
The recent innovation of the Campus Quarter program by businessmen
ailing San Fernando Street recognizes
the totolern roniribution of SJS to its
Hy %I it rig belatedly to expanol Spar-

All one has to do is to look at the "barren desert" surrounding Timer Hall to
understaml.
brewed we now
V. here dust .4orms
find a couple of acres of mudflats, thanks
f hatigups in the Tower
Moat’
to a c
Hall landscaping project and the generosity of the rain gods.
Mats might be de.
The Tower Hall
veloped into a fantastic quicksand trap

tliat SJS is confined today to the spacesquashing vonfines so close to downtow II.
The situating of the college has
paid off C101 lllll deadly. SJS today is
the third largest ronsumer in Santa
Illara Comity.
The old hang-up of community indifference can now he broken with
-Indent co-operation and participation.
S already has earned the once
much talked about student discount.
Ily effectively using the newly arrived
vehicles perhaps we can rimy inee the

It looks like then- is a chance that
the horse and buggy relationship between the City of San Jose and SJS
be entering the 20th cenmight s
tury.
For the first time in history. the
usd lege will be given the charier to parIi idle in the diowntimn Christmas
display contest. All 180 ram pus organizations will be given an opportunity to enter displays.
The chairman of the Community
-,r% ire Committee has said die warn -e of the program is to demonstrate
ortanre as a contributor to
community culture. There are other indications that the
is beginning to appreciate the fuel
SJS has prov idyll in its economic

car and are doing

moonlight F

sale

BUY ONE AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET
A SECOND GARMENT UP TO EQUAL VALUE FOR lc!
Includes:
The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin’ thing for 3pring.
Double everything. .2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes...for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So stop in and ride
out r,r, a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you’ll know why Yamaha,
With proven oil -injection, is
the top -selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

409
woe. im

YAMAHA
IF/ lllll 1011011. 001110./1011

(f,)

phteeeer the swinging woes
et tames sit
BOB CHAVES
MOTORCYCLES
676 Aurerais Phone: 293-1260

DRESSES
for juniors 15-151 and Jr. Pefifes 13-131
reg. 512.99 to 519.99

SKIRTS

GETS

From $14.99

YOU

SWEATERS
From $16.99

A
SECOND
GARMENT!

CAPRIS
Values to $13.99
AND MANY MANY MORE ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
ALL FROM REGULAR STOCK, IN THE SEASON’S MOST WANTED
STYLES, FABRICS AND COLORS. HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION.

Sale begins tomorrow through 11 p.m.
and continues Saturday
ALL SALES FINAL
NO LAYAWAY
NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES

First National lank or
BankAmericards welcome

...,

Michigan State U. To Hold
Foreign Students Convention
Eighty foreign students from all
over the world will congregate at
Michigan State University Dec.
20-29 for the 14th annual "Adventure in World Understanding."
SJS foreign students interested
in the program, which is designed
to promote international friendship and peace, may contact Dr.
Phillip Persky. foreign student
adviser, for information.
According to Dr. Persky, SJS
students, in the past, have received scholarships to attend the
convention. Cost will he approximately $75 plus transportation to

and from East Lansing. Mich.
During the 10-day program, students will join in cross-cultural discussions, hear speeches by MSU
professors on world problems,
spend a night with a mid -Michigan
farm family, and participate in a
talent show to entertain their
American hosts.
The "Adventure in World Understanding" program educates foreign students to the American concepts of world understanding and
goodwill. The program has the full
cooperation of the MSC adminiStration and faculty.

SENIORS!
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Downstairs at our campus shop only.

9 p.m.

Open Tonight until

MEN’S

1,/

Jackets & Coats
Sweaters
I Wash Pants
Sport Shirts
*Dress Shirts
Misc. Items

WOMEN’S
on
by

Sweaters
Skirts
Blouses
Dresses
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Visit our Old -Fashion nickel candy dept.
Have your hair cut in "Jimmie’s Barber Shop"
inside of our men’s shop
*

a

Ask about our new MositEit’S LTD. CREDIT CARD
Special arrangements for S.J.S. students
Corner of 3rd & San Fernando Streets

also Town & Country Village

to attend and plan next
problems of air pollution,
disputes, crime and delinPeys, chairman.

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists

Comments by Maud Russell
Tomorrow Night, 8 p.m.
1401 E. Santa Clara
Donation, Adu’s SI
Students & ChAren 50s

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

1

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

crilings
ka Peq.

MONDAY
Arthur Anderson and Company.
Accounting and other majors with
accounting backgrounds are
wanted in auditing, tax accounting
and administration services.
Ampex Corporation. Engineering
majors are needed as engineers.
County of Los Angeles. Majors
in civil engineering, accounting,
business, political science, public
administration and liberal arts may
apply for positions in civil engineering, accounting, auditing and
as administration aides.
General Electric Company. Electrical. mechanical and industrial
engineering, mathematical science,
chemical engineering, math, chemistry and industrial technology majors are wanted in the technical
marketing program, manufacturers
training program, and research
and development.
U.S. Steel Corporation. Positions
are open in production management, industrial engineering, personnel, metallurgy, production,
planning, accounting and operations research for business administration, engineering, math. physics and chemistry majors only.

Maj. Gen. Rouse, 55, is com- I In his present role, General
mander of San Antonio Air Ma- Rouse commands 24.000 military
teriel Area (Air Force Logistics and civilian personnel, manages an
Cionmand I, st a t limed at Kelly industrial facility with assets of
AFL& Texas. His career has taken $1.6 billion with an annual operathim to India, China, Greece, Bel- ing expense of $345.5 million, He
gium and France, in addition to is responsible for procurement of
various posts around this country, 1$560.2 million worth of materiel
where he always served in com- and services annually In support
mand positions.
of the Air Force.

Slides from Red China

Job Interviews
wt.

Up to
Off & More on Regular
Merchandise from Both Our Stores

Teaching Posts Available

The committee to plan the two-unit course, "The Dilemma of

Make your appointment in J-I03, Department of
Journalism and Advertising. Office hours: 8 a.m. to
12 noon; 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

* SALE *

Sports Board Slots Open

Major General Frank E. Rouse
Will be the featured speaker at
Interviews for two positions on the Athletic Advisory Board,
tomorrow night’s Air Force Reand six on the Intramural Board will be held today at 2:30 p.m. in
serve Officer Training Corps
the College Union.
(AFROTC) "Dining-In."
The boards formulate policy for all men’s athletic activity on
The event, traditional in the Air
campus.
Force, will be held at 6:30 at
Lou’s Village. The dinner honors1
officers and cadets who have disRepresentatives from Hawaii Department of Education will visit tinguished themselves in their ca- ’
SJS Tuesday to interview teachers for mid-year openings. Elementary reers in the Air Force. The li,and secondary teachers are needed in language, arts, math, science, tachment Staff, the Corps of Cadets, Graduate officers and Air
industrial arts, social sciences and counseling. Interviews will take
Training Command office’s will be
place in the Placement Center, ADM234. Candidates may sign up for in attendance.
an appointment in the Placement Center.

All interested students are urged
semester’s course, which will study the
transit and transportation, jurisdictional
quency and education, according to Mary

SPARTAN DARTS

[Air

the American Cities," meets today in the College Union at 3:30 p.m.

All students who receive their Bachelors or Masters
Degree in June or August must sign up now to have
their portraits taken for the spring 1967 issue of
"SPARTA LIFE."

November 10. 1966

Force General To Speak at Dining-In,’
1 Traditional AFROTC Testimonial Banquet

gpiep

Committee Meets Today

LAST CHANCE TO SIGN UP!

osfier’s Ed.
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with Old Spice Lime
Round Trip
From San Jose
to London:
From Paris
to San Jose:

JUNE 13
SEPT. 10

Or

From San Jose
to London:
From Paris
to San Jose:

Precisely what things depends on what you have in
mind. Whatever it is, Old Spice LIME can help.
Its spicy, lime-spiked aroma is very persuasive.. .but
so subtle, even the most wary woman is trapped
before she knows it! Worth trying? You bet it is!

JUNE 17
SEPT. 4

Call
Prof. David Maga

Old Spice LIME Cologne, After Shave, Gift Sets. By the makers of original Old Spice.

at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

sedate
it ain’t

Ti "ESDAY
Owens-Corning Fiberglass. Majors in management, marketing,
business administration, liberal
arts, mechanical engineering, industrial engineering and electrical
engineering are wanted.
Xerox Corporation. Business administration, liberal arts, and other
majors may apply for positions as
marketing team representatives.
Cutter Laboratories. Majors in
business administration, liberal
arts, MBA for finance division
trainee positions.
Security First National Bank.
Business administration, economics,
liberal arts with some busineas
and related majors are wanted for
management trainees, commercial
loan trainees, trust trainees, programmers, security analysts, customer service and branch managers.
Air Force Flight Test Center.
Majors in aerospace, electronics,
electrical and mechanical engineering with math needed as journeymen and researchers.
Hasldns and Sells. Accounting
majors are wanted as accountants.
Ampex. See Monday information.

What do people say about the mattresses and
box springs they purchase at the Goodwill?
’Arrar

0-litirti, Zzz- Zzz-Zzz -Zzz-Zzz Zzz
Its true. These box springs and mattresses invite
sleep. Top quality sire!) is re-huilt into each set.

rgaiti r.11
’11111

These sets are sterilized and covered with new
material to assure you of the cleanest and freshest selection.

Twin and Double Sets Only

$29.95
coonwiLL INDUSTRIES
I’m Mum Bock Ave.
258-2511
rne

24 N.

Ma rkf i

295-9989

400 CID V-8. Full 115-inch wheelbase. Heavyduty springs, shock absorbers, shaft. Sway
bars, front and rear. High-performance axle,
Dual exhausts. Beefed-up wheels. White-Line
or wide-oval Red-Line tires. Bucket seats.
Louvered hood. Higher oil pressure. They’re all

OU1S
ENGINEERED FOR EKCITERIENLIONONADOITYLEI

.in itace St.
295.3815

standard goodies at one modest price. Avaifa
able also, if you wishRocket Rally Pac, UHV
ignition, superstock wheels, front disc brakes
and the like. Put one into action and you’ll
agree: 1967 Olds 4-4-2 is the sweetest, neatest, completest anti -boredom bundle on rubber!

IrsTr.
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Professor Discusses Anarchy
As an Unsuccessful Movement

SJS Symphony To Give
Orchestral Performance
S.1S S>mptioii. Ut ci,i
the direction of l’ a. a k
Meierotto, associate professor of

under

music, will perform in Concert
Hall at 8:15 on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings. Admission
is free and no tickets ate needed.
The symphony will pi sent Mozart’s Symphony No. 36 in C
major: Recitative: "Giunse Alfin
It Momento- and Aria: "Dell
Vieni. Non Tardar," from ’Le
lI

ft’

.,.

!ria -Ciainats-tu Pay
lighon" by
TI10111dS the overture from "Car naval Romain," op. 9 by Hector
the aria "Vissi D’Arte,
Vissi D’Amore," from "Tosca"
by Giacomo Puccini. and "Schelmo." a Hebraic rhapsody for
cello and orchestra, by Ernest
Bloch will be performed.
The concert will feature senior
music majors Sharon Kelley, soprano. and Cheryl Melott on
cello.

Vigo,
OF SAN JOSE.
dies 1.(11 -to shop by the lipht of the moon."
(itt I% I value-packed hours, tomorrow 7-11 P.m

ttt4Is.i%

SENIOR MUSIC MAJOR, Cheryl Melott, will be featured on
the cello when the SJS Symphony Orchestra performs at 8:15
p.m. in Concert Hall Tuesday and Wednesday. She will play
"Schelorno" by Ernest Bloch.
_

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

Downtown Store, 865. First

the

First St.

65 S.

Downtown

r

Valley Fair Shopping Center

SPECIAL $1 SALE
SKIRTS -SWEATERS
.111,

Sunnyvale

199 S.

j

VI,

Murphy St.

stork ol

sn, 11111-- lronu our
1..11 skirt- and svsraters
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COAST TO COAST
...

ENTIRE STOCK AVAILABLE

. . 10% off

DRESSES

Cocktail dresses

Casual tilre--e-

UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!

.11. petites

myrium;
COATS.

IIELD BACK

$100

. 20% off

No Money Down $1 A Week

UI regular stock
Fur -trimmed coats included
1 1101 HS ONLY

Ilankamericard

TOMORROW 7-11 p.m.

J. Sillser Charge

Fir-. National (large

Atm. at three (orations to serve you
DOWNTOWN
R6 South First St.
Oprn
Thurs.
and Fri. Nights

zit3

FREMONT
Fremont Huh
Open 5 Nights

WESTG 1TE
1600 Saratoga Ills pl.
littera 5 Nights

,ceeft/ie.g.ei.
Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty: rings that
always stay, never stray ... . for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn. In I4K white or yellow gold.

Oran orq, Frolurged 1,, CI,,,

it .111. Ill St \
Spartan Daily sia t I Writer
be successful
"AililrChY
as an organized movement, but
ideas
on govseries
of
only as a
ernment. Thee would have an
elevating Oleo on society." Dr.
David Newman. associate professor of psychology, said at the
Vsrednesday Book Talk.
Dr. Newman. who calls himself an anarchist, discussed the
book, "Anarchism: A History of
Libertarian Ideas and Movements." by George Woodcock.
"Man is losing himself to society," Dr. Newman said, "and
it is up to each man to lead his
own libertarian ideal life."
"I am not a liolitical scientist,"
he continued. "anti I feel that
it is more appropriate that I
speak on politics."
He said his approach was not
a scholarly one, but that his
analysis of anarchy was in the
context of his being a follower
of the movement.
DISASTROUS TIDING
The talk, he said, was appropriate "in light of the disastrous
thing that occurred Wednesday,"
referring to the elections.
Dr. Newman explained his
inteiest in the subject by referring to his participation in
the peace movement, the farm
movement and his growing indignation with power, on the
federal, state, local and campus
levels.
"There has been an hysterical
reaction to anarchy, especially
today," he said, adding, "Most of
the movements thought of as
radical, like civil rights, the
peace movement on campus and
others, have their roots in
anarchism, although they don’t
seem to realize this."
"Woodcock,
a
sympathetic
writer to the cause of anarchy,
has presented a straight -forward
historical survey of the subject,"
he commented.
Dr. Newman outlined the book
and presented the basic assumptions of anarchy, giving an
historical summary of the various
dimensions of anarchy.
CHAOS OCCURS
"There are two basic assumptions with regard to anarchy,"
he said, "the first says that
without a ruler chaos occurs
and the disintegration of society
is the final result. The second
theory is that without institutions of government people are
perfectly capable of being happy.
The connotation is one of freedom," the speaker stated.
"Eric Fromm said that ’man
is afraid of being free’," Dr.
Newman remarked.
He outlined the various forms
that anarchy has taken, individualism, mutualism, collectivism,
humanism, anarcho-syndicalism
and others, drawing distinctions
between them, and illustrating
the final conflict of anarchism
with Marxism.
Tolstoy, the novelist, was described by Dr. Newman as an
advocate of anarchism. He pre-

,,f lone,
1/11111,i,i .1*
it
where in a society without institutions, the sense of love between men would be the cohesive four’ ol happiness.
Ghandi bccame the ultimate
advocate of Tolstiy’s Insistence
on non-violence in creat Mg a
libertarian society, Dr. Newman
said.
Neither of these men would
recognize themselves as anarchists, he said, because of the
misconception of the term anarchy which correlated it witit
violence, he said.
The revolutionary side of anarchy thmugh violence has only
Igen one small part of the overall picture, Dr Newman continued.
that
felt
Those anarchists
reaction and revolution were essential held with the others on

of govern-

stilt,’,

ment,

and the importance
individual. They differed
use of violence. and in the
the economic. structure
ciety, he said.

"Laws in the U.S. restrict the
actions of anarchists even more
than communists." Dr. Newman
said. This largely because of the
lack of understanding of the
term and its connotation of connection with the lunatic fringe.
-Anarchism advocates a retuin to the simple life, the pastoral, the near to nature, where
man can improve himself."
Dr. Newman concluded with
his belief that anarchism can
only Ix, effective its a theory.
The final destruction of anarchism as an organized movement,
was seen in the Spanish Civil
War, he said.
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TIT’S SUNDAY:
9:15 a.m. Seminar - "The Day God Was Set Free"
ri,ta p.m. Forum -Special Speaker, Lyon Scott,
former pi,s61,ht iit A.-,kociatitai for Atha:lei-me:it (A Atheism.
3111

and all Antonio

ATTENTION: Accounting Students!
THE
UNITED
STATES
GENERAL
ACCOUNTING
OFFICE

is scheduled to recruit

ON CAMPUS

Thurs., Nov. 17, 1966

Register with your placement office
for an interview for civil service positions as

Auditors

Accountants
Interesting

challenging

diversified employment

An equai opporlur;ty e.npL

MUSTANG SHOP

MOONLIGHT SALE Friday night, November 11, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
MOONLITE SALE
CONTINUOUS

ENTERTAINMENT
CLOWNS! CLOWNS! CLOWNS!
BARBER SHOP QUARTET
II b yaNnb.NYI
,b
Stow.. no ..11

FRIDAY
NITE ONLY
7 P.M. TO
11 P.M.

DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE
GO IN HAGGAR "IMPERIAL" DACRON/WORSTED
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FRIDAY NIGHT
NOVEMBER 11 FROM
7 P.M. UNTIL 11 P.M.

R.N. eeNN
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CONSOLE COLOR

ALL
PARTICIPATING
STORES viol_
CLOS( AT 5-05 P
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MOONLITE SALE PRIZE
0011111

ON/M
NEW 1567 21"
TILIVISION

AND REOPEN AT

DOWNTOWN SAN )0SE

I

WIN
VALUABLE
GRAND PRIZE

N! ENTERTAINMENT
AND EXCITING VALUES!
IT’S $O BAST 1 MOLE

NA.

Check these de luxe dress slacks. Note the
smooth hopsack of 55% Dacron5/45%
wool. Pre -cuffed slacks with belt loops,
Shape-o-matic waistband for hip-trimming
style. In Navy, Gray, Pewter and Brown. 14.95

:"

BALLOONS FOR
THE KIDDIES

.. ...

’DuPont (TM)
for its polyester

fiber

OPEN A PAUSON’S CHARGE ACCOUNTTAKE 12 MOS. TO

PAY

SAN FRANCISCO, KEARNY & SUTTER DALY CITY,
WESTLAKE SAN MATEO, HILLSDALE SAN LEANDRO,
BAY FAIR SAN JOSE, VALLEY FAIR SAN ICISE, 127
S. FIRST ST. STOCKTON, WEBERSTOWN FREMONT,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, MAYFIELD MALL
THE HUB

A

Thitneday, November 10, INS

’204 Gold Stars’

SPARTAN DA TLY--5

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
RIcaROso’s ’ 6 Nights a Week

Veterans Honored in Memorial Chapel
n.
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anguished moments as the isiges
are turned."
This quote comes from the
"Slimorial
the
of
forewarn
Chapel Book." which rests in
the Spartan Memorial Chapel’s
showcase along with the four
service flags dedicated to the
more than 4,000 SJS men and
women who served during World
War II.
The four Spartan service flags,
folded neatly in the glass showcase, contain more than 4,000
blue stars. Each star symbolizes
an SJS student who served in
WWII. There are 204 stars with
an overlay of gold, indicating

By ELAINE NKAVEs
Spartan Bally Statf Writer
"In man, memory. that remarkable power of the mind. can
cherish life’s noblest moments,
changeless and
undiminished.
Such a power discredits time
and presents man his only assurance of immortality. As we
turn the pages of this book,
we cannot escape the flashback
dramatization of scenes on the
distant atolls of the South Seas,
on the hot African sands, in the
skill I stratosphere. on the Normandy beaches, and in the shell tram lid, Is of Europe. Each of
re-lises his own partiiidir

the former Spartans who died
in the service of their country.
Biographical sketches of the
gold-star Spartans are sealed in
the cornerstone of the Chapel.
Miss Helen Dimnick, SJS dean
of women from 1924-1957. reports she supervised the sorority
girls who sewed the flags in the
area between the seats and the
stage of Morris Dailey Auditorium. She believes the flags
were made in 1943.
Miss DImnick says the late
T. W. MacQuarrie, SJS president
from 1927-1952, designed the
pattern 1..1 the stars and had it
Mule imp a metal stamp. Katt

time an SJS student entered the
Armed Services, a blue star was
stamped on the flag.
In December, 1943. Lieut. Kenneth C. Halley, SJS Class ii 42,
died in action. His parents, 31r.
and Mrs. Wilbur K Bailey.
wrote to Charles Milts, then
president of the Alumni Association, suggesting a nonsectarian
chapel as a tribute to those SJS
students who died in WW
From their letter, the idea of
the Memorial Chapel was initiatHl. President MacQuarrie
appointed Dr. Paul M. Pitman,
then dean of own, as chairman
of the Chapel Committee. Funds

FEATURING:

were donated by students, faculty. alumni and friends of the
college. The chapel was nledirated in 1947.
The foreward from the memorial book leads: And so our
Chap( I with its goal star-studded
service flags. commemorates the
sacrifice of those who shall remain forever enshrined in our
hearts. In their memory we two
we shall never again need to

1 9ccr.eir.t.
DINNERS
218 Willow St.
294-4009

send our loved ones to another
war. May this Book of Memories remain always as a symbol

***
WHERE THE FUN IS . .

of Hope and Peace on the Altar
of this Chapel of Golden Slurs."

,...ALLIZN.

SCREEN SCENES
Warr .111/e inalicnal

Starts Thursday

Served Deity:

at

onannon

2.4k.

Sunday:
I I a.m.-11
eti

FASHION 5110W
Every Wed. Night
7-8 p.m.
Presented by
Bette Jrane Mannequins
202-1266
1161 5. kt

Famous
Holbrau Band

Fri. I Set,
8:30 p.m.-I:30 a.m.

B

4:30-8 p.m.

THE MOST BREATH -TAKING AND
PASSIONATE LOVE STORY OF ALL TIME!! !

p.m.

garden City
51 S. Market

NOE GROLS
Mgr’,

. . .

kedaurarti
SPECIAL
STUDENT’S DINNER
Choose from
Roast Beef, Chicken,
Sauerbraten and
other Entrees

sz

GRAND PRIZE WINNER
1966 CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL

rat-NVON7Iiii7attaretioNtrantri

LOSER OF
THE WEEK:

297-2002

imtrurntrw-ar

A MAN
ANd A WOMAN
Tomorrow
1loved Over
?rid Week! !
502 SO BASCO
Whenever people talk about
great suspense movies, they
always seem to mention Clouzet’s "DIABOLIQUE!" Now you
can join in on the conversation.
Simone Signore+ Vera Clourof
CINEMA
BURBANK
295 7238

GAY
290 5544
400 SO

Sunday

PAT BROWN
Now Appearing

To the Sounds of the Fabulous

Pa-hitel6

Tomorrow
Adult Films?

Would You Believe
Two Top Adult Hits?

"COPENHAGEN
CALL GIRLS"

"DIABOLIQUE"
- CO-Fia -

and

Hugh O’Brian Shirley Eaton
"Ten Little Indians"

"SWEET SKIN"

STUDIO
292-6778
396 South First
"The Liquidator"

FIRST

Weekdays
from 7 p.m.
Continuous
from 12:30

SAN
JOSE
AUTO MOVIE

N. 13th to Ofsh ltd.

and

"Yellow Rolls-Royce"
Student Discount Rates

FROM 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Limited Engagement
Join The Fun

p.m.
Awful -Awful Saloon
BEER 10c

5-9

No I. D.rs Required
to eat

at 17 WEST

Drool over this menu and then buy over with your best
girl friend-Order from this menu or from the nightly
specialty list-From $2.76.
DINNER MENU
4.95
3.00

Chicken sauteed hi red wine.

VEAL P1CATTA
serv ,d on a bed of r,ce topped with special "guess.
PAN FRIED CHICKEN, COUNTRY STYLE
CHICKEN LIVERS SAUTE
With wine and mushrooms.
***** .. *** .
VEAL SCALOPPINI ..

3.50
2.95
2.85

12860 S. It

JUMBO FROG LEGS
$4.25

MOUNTAIN TROUT
53.25
..e..e..coacvotaccocow../J1

The Fantastic Group
of "Dating Game" Fame

BIG
RAMEY

01111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111

NOW, AT LOSERS NORTH
ALL YOUNG LADIES OVER 18
WILL BE ADMITTED FREE
1500 ALMADEN ROAD

4:400000000800000ecor
BUTTERFLY’D
AUSTRALIAN
LOBSTER
JUMBO PRAWNS
$2.95
$5.50
L...cmcoov-...xce...coo, .POLOCIOCicerscesoccorozock
GROUND SRILOIN OF BEEF
******** .
. 2.75
BROILED HALF SPRING CHICKEN
2.75
DOUBLE CUT LAMB CHOPS
4.25
4.50
TENDERLOIN OF BEEF BROCHETTE
5.25
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
5.50
NEW YORK CUT STEAK
3.75
MINI CUT NEW YORK STEAK
5.75
FILET MIGNON

297-5566

227-8390

HOWARD’S

Chers Special
STEAK
SANDWICH

Somebody’s
perfect!

The delicious double-decker
hamburger sandwich that’s
better than the best and
costs much less. Includes
two grilled patties of beef,
a slice of melted cheese,
zesty pickle, special savory
sauce on a tasty, toasted
double-decker bun!

Just ’cuz people tell us our pizza’s the world’s
tastiest ... has the tangiest cheeses, most
tantalizing secret sauce and thinnest, most
mouth-watering crust ... or that our rinkytink piano and banjo are more fun to sing to
than Alexander’s Ragtime Band ... and
Shakey’s is The Happiest Place in Town ...
are we gonna argue? (We wouldn’t dare-at Shakey’s, the customer’s always right!)

French Roll
French Fried Potatoes
Lettuce & Tomato
950

PIZZA PAM &
simian Ye PuBhc. house

Try our large variety of quality meals
at reasonable prices.
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
One Block from SJS
7th and Santa Clara

3.25

WW1 mushrooms sauteed in wine.
1.4=1 1.-

e,’

The Re9en14

and Pizza Emporium

CRYSTAL CREAMERY

ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF au jus
COQ AU VIN

THE NATION’S
NEWEST,
BEST TASTING
DOUBLE-DECKER!

295-5005

James Bond is Back
"Doctor No" and "Goldfinor"
PIL, 3rd Feature "Peyton Place -

Entertainment

Start,.. at 9 p.m.

_Authentic .0ermun goof

hiNtST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

’7- 30 Cs 0

Open Daily at 4 p.m.

CI\
.-,Viste

***********

J.D.

I crittion atmosphere
Inch makes Ricardo’s
unique among Italian restaurants. Dine It, pleas **** t
nr lirelx folk
Jo:: on,
singing six nights it week.
Experience Rieartlit’s art>.
color/id surroundings and
Wail y the finest of Italian
dinners.
It

^-

WHY COOK WHEN
ARCHIE’S IS SO NEAR?

RED
unix

1705 Story Rd.
(..i-c,nc,r
251-1000
580 Meridian Rd.
(Corner

250 E. Santa Clara St.

of

Moorpark)

286-9666

r

1
...

Combination of .
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
and LO3STER TAIL
$6.25

’

BOUQUETIERE

$14.50
Exquisitely presented and
carved at your table

SOUP AND COFFEE

17 WEST

34 E. Rommiary

i Off N. lot St. joet

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35

SOWT

Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on

,61

1ACOS

, K

French Bread .85

CHISTEAUIRIAND

teVirSOCCGOL400000000te
ALL ENTREES SERVED WITH MIXED GREEN SALAD OR

Phone 298-5000

Tr, Ofir . . .

north of

San Jose
17 i
&ems of Parking

Highway

Aft 01 the
above complete
ith trimming..

Male
Steak liott$e
545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

Tico’s Combination Plate 99c
,. ’

’Oilit.
a
,

Phone Orders 297-8421

"-

Includes Tostada,
Enchilada, rice or beans,
and salad.

4th and St. James

C- c pst-rttc nsvs v

,,,,,,whwr

,,
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Poloists Enter Final Games

The varsity puluists travel to with a good performance his SparNow setting their sights on season -closing tournaments, both the Fresno State for a 2 pin. game, ! tans will be able to handle the
SJS varsity and freshman water while the Spartababes entertain Bulldogs.
Illt College of San Matse at 7 p.m
Fresno has hail an up and down
,
o.11! 01,1.
Th
.1 I.re Walhm ts pert, that
season, and has only one player
in the "super good" class.
After closing out their dual meet
.ason this weekend, the va Nit
p,loists are idle until next Err.
ii hen they go to SFS for the St.,,
%.11ege Championship.
The Spartans have lost to only
tie state college. Long Beaeli
COUNTY
,tas season and have a good chance
AIRGROUNDS
take all the honors.
The frosh poloists meet the
usually strong College of San Mateo in their next to last game beKids 50c
Adults KIM
fore entering the Northern California Closed Tournament.
The freshmen, who have lost
one
only two games this season
of those to Buscher High School
are one of the two favorites to
capture the Closed Tournament in
two weeks.
Along with the strong University
of California frosh, SJS draws a
bye in the opening round. 0 t her
teams entered among the 11 -team
field are the Olympic Club Reserves. SFS varsity, Cal at Davis
varsity. Menlo Junior College and
Stanford frosh.
-

SEE

1..
Z
ct

dp Green Hornet Car
Manta Ray Car
0
Rocket Man
=4
Ca Space Capsules
Plus
0
V All New ’67 Cars!
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

sc

IdIreA

Olympic Trials Saturday

Kickers To Entertain Tigers
A full w:ek-nd of soccer action
planned for Spartan Stadium
it hog tomorrow night when the
- .rtans’ meet the University of
I
,fie in their final WCISC game
he season.

is

spartababes
Meet Strong
Cal Gridders

StadjUin proved
Ii’ a place of fame and fortune
, the Spartan varsity football
and the frosh
t,.im this year
, rootliallers hope to find some fame
and fortune of their own when they
tangle with the unbeaten University
of California Frosh Saturday.
The contest is scheduled to staid
at 10 ii .m. and will be it preliminary
to the Cal -Army football clash.
Mike Scrivner enjoyed his biggest game of the year against Son
Francisco State in a 42-0 win last
Friday, but the road against the
Bears could he much rougher.
The Bears were established as the
top AAWU frosh grid team last
week when they upset a strong
University of Southern California
ti,am 14-7. Their record now stands
An importani connallsor track at 4-0 including a win over Stanmeeting will be held Monday in
SJS, with its win over SFS, owns
MG201 at 7:30 p.m., according to
SJS head track coach Bud Win- ! a 3-2 record fm the season. They
held Stanford to a standstill in the
Ter.
Purpose of the meeting is to first half of their contest three
kick off the indoor track season weeks ago, but injuries in the final
and to elect track captains for half led to a 25-7 loss.
Scrivner scored three touchthe camping track season.
All those presently participating downs in San Francisco, but the
in track, along with varsity. or Spartan defense also shared the
freshmen track aspirants, assistant plaudits of coach John Webb and
coaches and managers are urged to his assistants. The defense held the
Baby Gators in their own terriattend.
tory the entire game. The line took
.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.:
care of a running iittaek, and the
backfield intercepted two Gator
1 .11I

Track Meeting
Set for Monday

The
Colgate
by

If ever a suit rated a cheer !rola
the IVY set. it’s the great new
Colgate by University Seal.
Ye:* are ’ i n’’ for fall, and the
( ’olgate’s got a dandy. It’s
res,rsible. First it matches.., then it flips
to snaity niw suede look! The Colgate is the
traditional :3 button coat. Its all yours in 100’ wool
town and-country hopsack% and elasAie herringbones.
(3roovy autumn colors include Martini Olive and
Roeocco Brown to name a few. Only $55!
UNIVERSITY SEAL, Students Division, Brookfield Industrie:, to:
1290 Arnim of the Americas. Nevi Yore, N Y. 10019

Intramurals

Pro Baseballers
"q
it, hlight Clinic

DEADLINES
F:ntry deadline for tot h the
Turkey Trot and hunch basketball
.
is today. Forms can be obtained
and must be returned to IntroI .1, ; ,,, Bressoud, Leo Itighet t i
mural Director Dan Unruh’s office. and imam’ Brown will speak on
MG121.
tile shortstop-second base posiThe Turkey Trot will be run
ns at the 5th annual fall baseover a 2.9 mile course Tuesday. ball clinic Saturday .in San Jose’s
Nov. 22.
Municipal Stadium, South 10th and
Three-man hunch will start I Alm streets.
.nursday. Nov. 17.
The clinic, which is scheduled
--to run from 9 to 11 a.m.. will lie
operated by SJS head baseball
1 coach Ed Solszak.
Bressoud is a regular shortstop
,r the New York Mets, while
ti and Brown are top Pa-il ii

JOIN A GROWING COMPANY
IN THE DYNAMIC FIELD OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
WITH

STEWART-WARNER

.eattlie

Positions Available in Following Areas:
Mechanical

Design

Marketing

Product Development

Electronic Design

Process Development

Process Control

have beaten both Cal and Stanford, but lost to the Dons.
SJS will be at full strength again
for the contest. Second -team AllAmerican goalie Frank Mangiola
showed no ill-effects from an injured knee against USF, but the
Dons made his return to action an
unhappy one by winning 2-1.

VAUGHN
PRE -HOLIDAY

SUIT SALE

Europe ’67
$399

IM

INCLUDING TAX
Round Trip From

San Francisco

It’

7T;17,f1
/ IT

I

Now 1/2 Price

HAWAII

Plan for your summer in Europe,

now.

Space

on

our

10 Days

$299.95

charter flight is now avail-

15 Days

$349.95

able

to

students,

faculty,

teachers and their families.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
I. Round trip via Pan Am and
United jets
2. Royal greeting upon arrival
3. Fresh flower lei
4. Transfer from Airport to
Waikiki
5. Studio type apt. rooms at
the Driftwood Hotel
6. Your own free lance Chevy
II from arrival to departure
with
UNLIMITED MILEAGE
7. Private parking at the Driftwood
8. Transfer from Hotel to airport on departure
Prices based on double occupancy of room and d

VAUGHN’S pre-holiday
bonus event ... our entire
stock of natural shoulder
suits at 3 price. Choose
from vested suits, tweeds,
sharicskins and worsteds.
Made to retail from 69.50
to 135.00,
NOW % PRICE

Fly to London
June 13
Return from Paris

from 3450 to6750
Pine 011011

CARDS WELCOME

Sept. 10
or
Fly to London
June 17
Return from Paris
Sept. 2

RESERVE NOW!
Contact IRA MELTZER 287-6273

vitifitPiti
oscouNT ON ALL
MERCHAND/st

latigHti
AT SATHER GATE

ESTABLISHED 1927
Ste/11ANCIICO, 0141111. LOS 1.4115f. MAIM
10/0 410, IAN IOU, 14411000,

SAN JOSE
125 S. Fourth St.
PALO ALTO
174 University Ave.
Open daily 9-6, Thurs. 9-9

players.

weal her hampers
the Mina:, the three baseball stars
will lecture on the shortstop-second
base jobs at south campus, South
10th and Humboldt Streets.
%ohczak stated that everyone is
ded to the clinic-.

.

DICK’S
STUBBLE
MAKES HIM
LOOK SO
BEATNIK

1

Stewart-Warner Microcircuits, Inc., in Sunnyvale, California
has excellent positions for enthusiastic, aggressive graduates
who would like to join the exciting field of microelectronics
with good prospects of advancement in a fast growing company.

Registration for the clinic will ,
,
be staged in the 5.15 men’s gym.
Seeing action in the trials from
present
a
lacun,
SJS will be Gary
member of the Spartans. and exSpa Man soccer stars Colin Lindores
and Flap Sermol.
Friday night’s 1VC1SC game is
one of vital importance to the once beaten Spartans.
A loss would all but put an end
to the season, while a win could
move them into a position in the
regional championships.
UOP boasts one of the strongest
teams in history, but has lost three
games in conference action. They
dropped a 5-0 game to USF in their
league opener, blew a 3-1 lead
against Cal and lost 5-3, and were
defeated by Stanford 3-1.
The Spartans. on the other hand.

arlerneht

MICROCIRCUITS, INC.

Management Trainee

Saturday. the top soccer players
on the West Coast will come to’
Spartan Stadium for the Unite.I
States Western Olympic: Regional
Soccer Trials. The action will start
at 8 both nights.
In addition to the Soccer Trials
Saturday, on instructor clink, will
he held from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. for
soccer aspirants. At noon. the
coaches, players and publii will
hold a luncheon in Spartan Cafeteria, with Dr. Leo Weinstein being ,
the featured speaker. Because the
tryouts are not part of the SJS
athletic program. a tee is being
charged to the functions.
For the clinic and trials the price i
is $1.00 for each event, while students with ASH earth; are admitted !
for 50 cents. A $1.25 fee is being
charged for the luncheon.

_
11161%*
’
!

fi
BILIPT
hamburger

sandwich

*****
0_11
V.

14

Chemistry
33r

The Norelco ’FlipTop’
Speedshaver
20
ZOWIE! This beard bat
tier shaves close, yet
comfortable. Famous rotary blades kiss whiskers
good-bye. Never a nick,
cut or scrape. Shoving is
a shear delight and (lip.
top cleaning is flip. Price?
Double ZOWIEIH! less
than a cashmere sweated

Desired Background:
EE degree preferred, degrees in other engineering areas, business management, physical science acceptable.
INTERVIEWS:

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Make an appointment today at the Placement Center for an
interview with J. P. Gates, Executive Officer, to find out how
you can enter the fascinating field of integrated circuits.

REDfi
EARN
250 E. Santo Clara St.

Eyes right for extra speed. The new Norelco Tripleheader
Speedshaver 351 finishes shaving nearly 40% faster than
over before. And so close we dare to match shaves with a blade.
With Microgroove flooring heads and popup trimmer.

orb and Santa Clara)
286-8650

Wore/co the fast,close,comfortable electric shave

1

Thumany, November 10. 1968

Long Wei wow Fashionable

SPARTAN DATLYT

Footballers Hope To Warm-Up Logan Climate
By LEE arin.i.vitAT
Hail) sports Editor

The leader of the defensive unit, Nunn. The other baeks rely on on Holman, the Spartan mentor
King has grabbed off seven inter- speed to turn the corners on sweeps. expects the passing game to domiAnderson expects traps, off- nate the offense. After last week’s
ceptions this year, including three
tackle blasts and the sweeps to rushing success, he hopes to add
in the Aggies 47-9 romp itver the
highlight the Utah State offensive some more yards via the ground
University of Pacific.
attack.
with runs up the center and around
Planning to continue to depend the ends.
’BID BOYS’
Anderson forsees no offensive
When the Mu teams pair-off in
"And they’ve got some big boys 2.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101
Romney Stadium, thermal under- difficulties in the event of rain or
wear may be the order of the (la)’. snow. "We’ll go with our usual of- in the line," reports Anderson.
Reports from Utah indicate 20 de- fense - I really don’t think bad "Utah has tremendous size. They’ve
gree weather and snow on the weather will hurt its."
got the same team as last y.ear.
ground.
Wh:d inay hurt is the Aggies too."
(Iiatunlay afternoon’s game will
Henry King in particular.
To counter the we a t her and
be broad(’ast, rain or shine, over
Radio KEEN 13701 at 12:30 PST.
The weather may be chilly in Bob Blunt ss ill handle the play-byLogan, Utah, but lithe SJS foot- play.)
SJS coach Harry Anderson exball team has its way, they’ll give
Utah State a hot time Saturday perts, and hopes for, warmer weather by game time, however.
afternoon.

spart.

S

FACULTY AND STUDENT RATES

strong defense, SJS figures to rely’
on a mixed pass and run

QUEST FOR TRUTH

attack.

With Danny Holman. the nation’s

A series of frank and open discussions at St. Joseph’s Catholic Church,
tomer of Market and San Fernando, Streets. San Jose State mistletoe
are especially ins ted.

second

leading passer and sixth

best offensive gainer, throwing and
a variety of backs carrying the ball.
the Spartans hope to offset the

TIME: 8 pan. EVERY TIICRSDAY
PLACE: ST. JOSEPH’S 1.111 Mil LIBRARY AT MARKET AND
SAN FERNAND SMELTS
Catholic and non-Catholic, you are cordially incited, whether you have
any particular faith or not, if you are seeking or merely curious.

ART STUDENTS
NEW at

eo6ept4f

Walt Blackledge and Danny Anderson, who saw only token action
last week, will see heavy duty, according to coach Anderson. Other
hacks are starters Bobby Trujillo
and Jerrell Andrews.
Tight end Bill Peterson, one of
the teams most reliable and rugged
performers, will not make the trip.
however. Hampered by shin splints
all season, Pet ers on is still on
crutches.
MILHOLLAND OPENS
Taking over will be soph Eldon
Milholland, usually a defensive performer. Taking his defensive end
spot will be either Eric Watts or
Randy Cardin.

:-4ZE
3.1.x4.6

Plastic Portfolios
RAIN PROOF! !

The defenders expect to be plugging gaps which Utah linemen will
attempt to open for the Aggie
backs. Basically a running team.
the Aggies boast a strong ground
attack.
Heading the ball carrying crew
are Eric Maughan, McArthur Lane,
Altie Taylor and quarterback John
Pappas.
Maughan picked up 115, Lane
gained 105 and Taylor romped for
76 yards against UOP. Pappas, who
took over the signal -calling post
when regular Ron Edwards was injured earlier this year, led in di
tel dig.
’REA

FoR

.1,: AN!) pH( )11,;(:rioN

virII

r

LARGE SIZE ILIA S’I’R ATM:\ \ NI)

CYPRESS GREENS
GOLF COURSE

Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday

$1.25

$1

Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

$1.25

$ I
2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(of) Story Rd. east)

221 S. King Rd.
259-3355
(only I mile east of campus)

best of the very best!
... made from Idaho Premiums
... prepared with extra care
crisp and golden brown
...served piping hot!
hod French Fries so good.
Come in any time and bring the family
for a treat in food ’n’ fun. McDonald’s
means goodness ia food and lots of it.

’You’ve never

F.

PLEASANT HILLS
GOLF COURSE
Monday thru Friday

$ 1.25
look for the golden arches’;

Banquet Room
for Student Parties
keeting capacity 200)

McpconalcI’d

2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(off Story Rd. east)
Must hays: A.S.11, cards on all three courses.

F.

3rd and San Carlos

iilllIlIlIiuIilIIuIIIIliilluuluIIIlllllllltllulIlIIllIlulIIlilIlluIluIiIIllllIiulIIuIIilIliIIlit

Picking a defensive unit is nearly
impossible, however, as Anderson
has to maneuver whoever is healthy
to fill in the gaps.

330 South Tenth Street

35c

elements.

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE

FRENCH FRIES

(: !thy iNG
1’1’ IV1 kltDS.

OPEN: Mon.-Thur. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri. -Sot. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

When we say
we want people
for the outer limits,
this isn’t what
we have in mind.
1111111

!WM% NI BEE IC’

"He’s a real scrambler," notes
Anderson. "He makes few mistakes,
but he’s just a sophomore." His
runs usually come on half-rolls,
when he looks quickly for an open
receiver and finds none open.
Besides Pappas’ scrambles, the
Aggies like to hit up the center with
ull backs Gerald Watson and Frank

How to make a bold statement.
You’re making a statement when
you wear this Arrow Decton
Perma-Iron Cum Laude. With
authentic detailing, too. Gently
flared button-down collar.
Back collar button and box pleat.
Shoulder to waist taper.
"Sanforized" labeled.
Wear it and make a statement:
it’s great to be alive.
$7.00 long sleeves.,
$6.00 short sleeves.
In plaids and solid colors:

Forget science fiction. We’re talking about the
"outer limits" of technology. And these days it
can be even more exciting than science fiction.
Right now IBA I needs qualified men and
women to help reach these outer limits. The
Lind of people who have made IRA’ the leader
in today’s fastest-growing majtir indust ry: to
handling and control. And the kind
of people who can grow with us as far as their

talents and abilities allow.
The result Greater personal responsibility
and recognition; the dual satisfaction of personal achievement and continuing personal
rewards. A pretty satisfying result.
Job opportunities at IBM are in six major
areas: Computer Applications, Programmine:,
Finance and Administration, Research and
Development, lanufacturing and A larketing.

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, November 21-22

if, for some reason, you aren’t able to arrange an interview, drop us a line, ll’rite to: :Manager of College Recruiting.
111N1 Corporation, 1424 Wilshire Boldreard, IA,. Angeles, California. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Thorxilay. November 10. 1966,
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Spartaguide

munity Center. Meet at the New TODAY
Newman mai. 10 p.m. Newman man Center at 7.15 p.m for trans:1"I’11ion i" the d’ilh-e
C..11NA.. Compline will be held.
Baptist Student I 11i1111. 7 .10 p in .
hew: Club, H p.m.. ED413. Planning for remaining league moieties. M1i221. Chuck Griffiths. gradual.’
SJS and former preeident iii
Industrial Technology Society. of
at SJS. will show slides and
I 7:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. Guest 13SU
relate experiences about his servspeaker Richard Helme, manager
ice in the Peace Corps in Ethiopia
r 4’ Quality Control, L’imcic, will
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowspeak on the "Industrial Applications of Quality Control." Refresh- iship. 9 p.m., 1:247.
ments will be served.
The New Wineskin. S:30 a.m.-1
11111eL 7:30 p.m., Jewish Coons-p.m. The New Wineskin at Tenth
- OM/
Cliff’s Notes can keep
you fromfallingbehind
and failing to understand classic literature, ForJulius Caesar,
and all of Shakespeare’s plays, Cliff’s
Notes give you a complete explanation and
summary of every
scene - in language
you can understand.
Don’t worry about your
literature grades - let
Cliff’s Notes help you
improve them. OVER
125 TITLES covering
frequently assigned
plays and novels.

VAN LIEUSEN "417"
TRAVELS WHERE THE ACTION IS!
It’s not so much a shirt ...it’s a way of life.
Van Heusen tailors shirts and sportswear
for men to live in. Like this lively button-down
in permanently pressed Vanopress...
just one of a collection of solids, stripes
and patterns. Notice the authentic styling,
the aggressive Vtaper
the unmistakeable look of a leader.
for that added dimension wear

61,36066p6k6

at your bookseller
or write for
Tire btle list

$

the trquential toiletry
collection. It’s not just
scent, it’s a sense of
well-being!

sfoivaA-

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

’-tualmaghSra CLIP THIS COUPON PlgarEmar. Ivrr-

and San Fernando. Banjo perform.
alike,: and free admission.
Chrbdian !Stetter Organization,
7 311 p , chapel on Tenth and
San Carlos.
Student Initiative, 430 p.m..
5111427. General meeting. All students and faculty members are invited.
Lucky’s
Cycling Club, g
Parking 1.it. Meet to leave for overnight camping at Monterey.

This coupon in good for 10";, DISCOUNT on
ane food purchaeir Miring month of Noseinher
1966, EXCEPT on Sperial F:i.niI9 Night Dinners ( ’.1Ionsb pi, Tuesdays and Wednesdays).

Angel Flight. all day, Catholic
Women’s Center. Wear uniform for
Red Cross Blood Drive.
French Club, 12:30, A133. "The
Public Square," with Marcel Marceau, famous French mime.

et7eit eTr 7 ’iTiitr-dreC.

741"-iriecrti-toctiiitiirr

r Yt-i17 4 Xti’’’streti"

Auto Transmission Repair

TOMORROW
L.D.S. Institute of Religion, 7:30
p.m.. 1336 Cherry Ave.. San Jose.
A talent night, evening of entertainment.
The New Wineskin, 6:90 p.m., The
New Wineskin, Tenth and San Fernando. First of three programs on
"The New Theology." All students
welcome.

Jr.’ Repair
All Foreign
Cars

Discount
To All SJS
Students.

9PONC0:6 7Ptil4M1454/011 cpeCiali4t4

Window Winners
Winner’s of the Merchants’ Homecoming Window Display Contest
are Roberts Book Store, first place:
Navlet’s Flowers, second place, and
J. C. Penney, third place.

117 E. Santa Clara
286-4034

’ Free Estimates
Free Towing

CLIFF’S NOES. INC.
Station Lincoln, Notir.,8505

VAN HEUSEN/
younger by design

lifts,eathany

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1I
SAILING AROUND WORLD
years. Need r.

WAN fEL)

.
.,
JeckIn
,nd San Carlos. Prefer 11:30
p.m. help.
HASHER WANTED for girls’ boarding
’
797-6860.

VA’UPF

-217171
WANTED: HAIRCUTS.
cur it, Pe’r’ Bxr. Se,
$1.80. 68 S. 4th Street,
in

2’

GIRL

th car, for light house, $1.25 per hour.

.

’

HOUSING (Si

$55. FURNISHED bedroom, kitchen &
L
Near SJS. Heat. All utilities paid.

AUTOMOTIVE 121
66 HONDA, step-through mode). To.
rellent condition. 1,700 miles. 5175. Call
287-0571 after 6 p.m.

HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 bedrooms Nuar
college. $22.000. Call 269-8034. 475 S.
1516 St.
TWO BEDROOM partment. Redecoin’4 children allowed. $75
rted,
per ?’.3-599S.
WANTED to share
ROOMMATE
GIRL
r .-or U Two bedroom on.
with on
approve:
n. Call 287-6254.
FURNISHED ROOMS, male students.
Kitchen privilews. Ni, smoking or drinking. $10 & $15. 293-3058.
WANTED: Housing for student and his
S.15. 153 7063.
bp - -;

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’69 CHEVY IMPALA, rebuilt. 2 door
hardtop. 348 HP. automatic, power starin’ R/H. New brakes & interior. $495.
Sharp! 297.4809.

TWO ROOMS ;
Kitchen r
298-7392.

nvtreE

-

, t.

295 324!
HELP WANTED 151
DRIVERS: Sof, drinF, ice cream send -;
route. Weekends. holidnys, and
parf.time afternoon work. Call 297 -477 Mr. Edwards or Mr. Greer. Saler’,
r ommission.
. _
COLLEGE STUDENTS

^

r

-n

ernpnymn .! avadnb.e
ci
-1
"e breaks and meld
$177 hour salary
e’ 5. Inn+ Placement Director
M-6091
NEEDT-RinkyTink Piano Player for week.
ends rit Frontier Village Amusement
Park, Call 225.1500.
IIMITtITTER. Reliable. For beby
toddler. E-xperience preferred. H
!
ft rn. 1.. 5 p.m. we..1.1i,
PIO poi month. 2913-2457.

,

.

’

men. Single or double.
86 S. 12.6 St. Call

.

.

/

e

,

...
LOST AND FOUND 16)

’59 GOLIATH. $100 or brP
and looks good. Hower
295 4348.
’64 HONDA
3n5. Good run., ni cr rri
$400. 298-3641 between &
’56 FORD Victoria, Na.’
ne,Ory,
generator, rocker arms, r r
$125.
243-5066, after 6 p.m.
’59 MGA. Red. good for .
.."eiviett Good r,bbe
. .d. $410.
794 792’ P
P

GIBSON

One apt. $190 for four or $200 for five
Two vacancies for women, $47.50.
One vacancy for man, $47.50

LARGE, CLEAN, QUIET, three bedroom
pi 5140 5150. $160 for 2, 3 or 4 people.
628 S. 10th. 298-6319, 2-10 p.m.
-$120 NEAT, FURNISHED apt. 2 bedroom. 101 S. 12th St. See Gone, 2955311 or 244-1120, evenings.

Pnd with
New

CINELLI 10 SPEED. Dark h un A pint,
Gears, Brook, seat, tube ties. In storage
two years. 377.1145.
WOOVLATHE, 815. Pad,a1
32" industrial $37.50. All new. Cal 2920409 or 241.1953.
FLYING CLUB membnrship. $300.
Cessna 120. 54 dues. $4.50 oar hnur wet.
Student. pilots OK. 867 1912
FOR SALE. 7’

Limited Vacancy
Unapproved -Heated Pool

LUXURY LIVING. Wanted male room.
’
,orns & two bathrooms,
#40. Call 287.0724.

MGA ENGINE "1600,- 5130. Transmission, $50. Assorted other parts m!..o. Call
Kevin, a+ 286-3025 after 6 p.m.

nOR SALE 131

e

BEST LOCATION ON CAMPUS!
Killion Hall
315 E. San Fernando St.

JAMES A. CLAYTON & CO
292.42P2
34 W. Santa Clara

’64 250 SCRAMBLER. New brakes. Just
tuned.
’ery i--rd condition. $415. 54
S. 14th or 293.5791.

’66 MERCURY two door. P
rebuilt engine. Excellent con 1
Call 293-3665.

ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted for
four-man apt. $49.50 per month. 470 S.
Ill)’. St., Apt. 28. Call 286-6146.

See Manager, Apt. 10
Under New Management

’63 VESPA G.S. Good condition. low
mileage windshield. luggage rack. 2971310 after 5 p.m.

’66 OLDS 442 convertibln
black interior. Good ctires. $2595. Call 264-9182.

STUDIO APT. for rent. Close to campus.
$80 per month. 617 S. 9th, Apt. I, 2981588.

LOST: Cr,-

Dolf,L Sigen,

N13

711
PERSONALS 171

En 25

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
ringss, 4Drigina, jewelry in cast gold and
Ulcer. George Larirnore. 354-1273.
HELP! INSECT collection needed des
perately for SJCC class. Will borrow or
rent. Call 298-3641 now.

J. PRE*LIME, MR. FACN514/Mn-1. THAT Tf-’511A %EN YOL.g
FIR51 OPPORTUNITY TO PAINT TriE UtIMIVO
?

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.
Send to. Spartan Daily
Cl ASSIFIEDS,
1206. San lose State
College. San lose,
Calif 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each additional line

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Name

Three times Five times

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50

.50

2.50
3.00 -3.50
4.00.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each lint)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
(-_]
fl
E
[_",
[.]
D
ri
rl
[.]

One time

To place an ad:
Coll at
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Deily

(Please Print)

City

Phone

For

days.

9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

Address__
Start ail on
Wife)

Enclosed is

MG!
azz
v2

SERVICES 181
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
ANGIE’S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
210 South Ist St.
San Jose. Calif.
286.6135
All Hours - Typing - School Papers
Spanish Tutoring - Special Rates_
QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Roa,,nablo rates. Call 269 2953.
PROFESSIONAL ’TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis Only 35r- a page. 258 4335.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaran
243-6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING in any home. Experienced, dependable reasonable. Phone 294.1313.
!XPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
Paw. manuscript, etc. IBM Electric.
Work guaranteed. .10 Ann Vine, 3788577.
TYPING, in My hnrne. Seisfection guru
anti-rid. 295-7966.

Send
cash or
Spartan
Phone

in handy order blank. Enclose
check. Make check out fa
Daily Classifieds.
294.6414, Est. 2465

CLEANING CENTER
Country

Club Quality at neighborhood prices

266 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
Monday -Friday 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. - Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

(Next to Lucky Market)

287-0933
FREE
prizes!

FREE
gifts!

ALL
invited!

BRING
THE
KIDDIES!

OPENING SPECIALS
I c BONUS
1st Garment regular price
2nd Garment (Same Type) 14
SHIRTS (LAUNDERED) 4 for 994

Thursday, November

11--XPARTAT4 DAILY

10, 1966

Spartaguide

spdbuy4

munity Center. Meet at the New- and San Fernando. Banjo performman Center at 715 p.m. for trans- ances and free admission.
Newman Club, 10 p.m.. Newman I
portation to the dance.
Chrintian Science Organization,
Center. Compline will be held.
Baptist Student l’ulon, 7:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., chapel on Tenth and
Chess Club, 8 p.m., ED413. Planning for remaining league matches. M11221. Chuck Griffiths, graduate San Carlos.
of SJS and former president of
Student Initiative, 4:30 p.m.,
Industrial Technology Society,
BSU at SJS, will show slides and MH427. General meeting. All stu7:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A. Guest
relate experiences about his serv- dents and faculty members are inspeaker Richard Helme, manager
the Peace Corps in Ethiopia. vited.
of Quality Control, Eimer., will ice in
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowspeak on the "Industrial ApplicaCycling Club. 8 a.m., Lucky’s
tions of Quality Control." Refresh- ship, 9 p.m., E247.
Parking Lot. Meet to leave for overments will be served.
The New Wineskin, 8:30 a.m.-1 night camping at Monterey.
lUdiel, 7:30 p.m.. Jewish Ccrn- p.m., The New Wineskin at Tenth
Angel Hight, all day, Cath"ii,
wow,
Women’s Center. Wear uniform for
Cliff’s Notes can keep
Red Cross Blood Drive.
you from falling behind
and failing to underFrench Club, 12:30, A133. "The
stand classic literaPublic Square." with Marcel Marture. ForJuliusCaesar,
ceau, famous French mime.
and all of Shakespeare’s plays, Cliff’s
TOMORROW
Notes give you a comLas. Institute of Religion, 7:30
plete explanation and
p.m., 1336 Cherry Ave., San Jose.
summary of every
scene - in language
A talent night, evening of entertainyou can understand.
ment.
Don’t worry about your
The ra7 14SW Wineskin, 6:40 p.m., The
literature grades - let
New Wineskin, Tenth and San FerCliff’s Notes help you
nando. First of three programs on
improve them. OVER
"The New Theology." All students
125 TITLES covering
frequently assigned
welcome.
plays and novels.

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

-MAT -;agig.MECLIP THIS COUPON zaCcumuzzu-

TODAY

VAN LIEUSEN "417"
TRAVELS WHERE THE ACTION IS!
It’s not so much a shirt... its a way of life.
Van Heusen tailors shirts and sportswear
for men to live in. Like this lively button-down
in permanently pressed Vanopress...
just one of a collection of solids, stripes
and patterns. Notice the authentic styling,
the aggressive Vtaper
the unmistakeable look of a leader.
Der Mot added dinsenxion wear

$1

?ct.6.066
360

Winner,
t he Merchants’ Homecoming Window Display Contest
are Roberts Book Store, first place;
Navlet’s Flowers, second place, and
J. C. Penney, third place.

mak

the influential toiletry
collection. It’s not just
scent, it’s a Sense Of
well-being!

VAN

Window Winners

at your bookseller
or write for
free title list

,-JULIUS CAESAR
ECOYUg

The. coupon ie good for lirf;, 1)154’01 NT on
an3 food porelm,e ’hiring month of Nos rotifer
Night Din-

ENCF:I’T on Special V;
ner.

74,t

I Monils,

NT- V Xri’ p

To...4133s and IS’esinesdas),

COY NiECOCOr NECNICOCNT/

NU NV XIX

Auto Transmission Repair
IV; Discount
To All SJS
Students.

Ire Repair
.411 Foreign

Cars

9ranco),:i Tratomi,mion cpeciabt4
117 E.

Santa

Clara

Free Estimates
Free Towing

286-4034

CUFF’S NOTES, INC.
Bethany Staten Lincoln, Near. 9161$

HEUSEN’

lifftadtet.

younger by design

OM Motes

Spartan Daily Classifieds
WAN IL/

ANNOUNCEMENTS III
SAILING AROUND WORLD

2,2
Bon
292.3210 ,,fter 6 t
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. Y
Pete’, Barber
$1.80. 58 S. 4th Street.

AUTOMOTIVE IV
’66 HONDA, step -through model. Ecellent condition. 1,700 miles. $175. Call
287-0571 after 6 p.m.

.
in Jac. -In HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 cedrcoms. Near
San Carlos. Prefer 11:30 college. $22,000. Call 269.8034. 475 S.
nrn. help.
15th St.
HASHER WANTED for girls’ boarding TWO BEDROOM partment. Redeco.
rted, pets and children allowed. $75
297.6860.
per month. 293,5995.
NA A." UPE GIRL n car, for light houseGIRL ROOMMATE WANTED to share
, $1.25 per hour. with one other girl: Two bedroom unapproved and nice. Call 287-6254.
FURNISHED ROOMS, male students.
HOUSING ( 5)
V .1. , Lri4ileges. No smoking or drink.
n ;In 1, $15. 29330138.
$55, FURNISHED bodr,orn, kitchen &
.-mt. All utilities paid. WANTED: Housing for student and his
dog rv
- 5.’5 753 7063
792,1327.

’69 CHEVY IMPALA, rebuilt, 2 door
hardtop. 348 HP. automatic, power steering. 17/H. New brakes & interior. $495.
Sharp! 297.4809.

TWO ROOMS
Kitchen pri.
298-7392.

f at Del4a
1,1
S Pr

141

DRIVERS: Soft drink. ce cteam vending
route. Weekend,. hohriny: and some
part-time afternoon work. Call 297.4229
Mr. Edwards or Mr. Green. Salary erommission.
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Oft

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rin94,-Origine, jewelry in cast gold end
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.
HELP! INSECT coliection needed desperately for SJCC class. Will borrow or
rent. Call 298-3641 now.

La 75

M. FARNW:I,THAT
rrlie utvg4F59E6LigE
F3C ENYOLi
FIRVT OPPORTUNITY TO P N

felds. Full two ornr
during semester breaks
$3.22 hour selnr,
Call Student Placement Director
286-6093
NEED: Picky-link Piano Player for we.,
ends at Frontier Village
Pork. Call 225-1500.
. t

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
th,s handy order
blank.

Send to. Spartan Daily
Cl ASSIFIEDS.
1206. San lose State
College. San lose,
CaIlf 95114.

Ho.

SERVICES

3
4
5
6

lines-’
lines
lines
line.

One time

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Three times Five

2.50
3.00
3.5
4.00

.50

so

Add thin
amount tor
each additional line

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
O Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
[3 For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
El Services (8)
El Transportation (9)

ANGIE’S

SECRETARIAL SERVICE
210 South 15t St.
San Jose, Calif.
286-6135
All Hours - Typing - School Papers
Spanish
Tutoring
Special
Rates
_
QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Reosonnble rates. Cell 269-2953.
_
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only 354 a page. 258 4335.

times

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

Electric. Work guaren
TYPING. PI,
teed. 243 6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m,
TYPING in my home. Experienced. de.
Peedable. reasonable. Phone 294-1313,

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters end Spaces
for Each to’)
Do Not Abbreviate

EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
paper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electric.
Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378.

No refunds possible on canceled eds.

TYPING, n my home. Satisfaction guar
I 235 7966.

To place All

ad:

Call of

o

Name_

till

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 2449600.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

o

le

pe,,

PERSONALS ill

NAtititiii

124 ’

.4

titer. Single or double.
. 86 S. 12th St. Call

LOST

ME*LIA.45,

LATHE. $15. 171c111 -r. ores,
12
n "’al $37.50. All new. Call 2970409 o, 741 943.
FLYING
CLUB
membership,
$300
r
2+ duos, $4.50 per hour w."
1
’314. 867-3912.
FOR SALE l‘
Peugeot
,nd. Sec
’
i
GIBSON

in

LOST. AND FOUND (61

iornblni Bred
’64 HONDA Thrt.
)ns. Good running condfior Mitt toll
$400. 298.3641 between 5 8, 7 p
ca -w
’56 FORD VW torie. New
generator, rocker arms. rarburet- i12s,
243-5066. after 6 p.m.
’59 MGA. Rcd. good top. sid,
tonneau. Good rubber. fiu-s
294.2927. Room 105. Ray.

CINELLI 10 SPEED. Dark blue. Alpine.
Gears. Brook, seat tube tires. In storage
two years. 377-1145.

male r

- -11 287-0724.

$120 NEAT, FURNISHED apt. 2 bed,- n. 1)1 S. 12th St. See Gorin, 2955311 or 244.1120. evenings.

’59 GOLIATH. $100 to,. best ofior. R,ns
and looks good. Heeer and go -d
295 4349.

Experience r.
p.m. ss,i,4 $80 per month. 298-245/,

4 ’11th

LARGE. CLEAN. QUIET, thrre bedroom
pi $140 $150. $160 for 2. 3 or 4 people.
!rut, 298-6319, 2-10 p.m.

’56 MERCURY two door. 12/1-1. new t;res,
rebuilt engine. Excellent condition, $295,
Call 293.3665.

toddler.

Limited Vacancy
Unapproved -Heated Pool

-

’66 OLDS 442 convertible. Red with
black interior. Good condition. New
tires. $2595. Cell 264-9182.

1

Killion Hall
315 E. San Fernando St.

LUXURY LIVING. v... g

MGA ENGINE "1600," $130. Transrnis
5ion, $50. Assorted other rsarts also. Call
Kevin at 286-3025 after 6 p.m.

-

BEST LOCATION ON CAMPUS!

JAMES A. CLAYTON & CO.
292-4292
34 W. Santa Clara

’64 250 SCRAMBLER. New brekes.
od condition. $415. ’,t
tuned, In very
S. 14th or 293-5791.

HELP WANTED

ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted for
four-man apt. $49.50 per month. 470 S.
1I16 St., Apt. 28. Call 286-6146.

Gee Menager. Apt. 10
Under New Management

’63 VESPA G.S. Good condition, kw
mileage. windshield, luggage rack. 2971310 after 5 p.m.

1-09 SALE 131

STUDIO APT. Ior ,ont Close to campus.
$80 per month. 617 S. 9th, Apt. 1, 298.
1588.

One apt. $190 for four or $200 for flue,
Two vacancies for women, $47.50.
One vacancy for man, $47.50

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily
9:30 a.m.

Address__

3:50 p.m.

(Please 9,int)

City

Phone

For

days.

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or cheek. Make check out In
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 2944414, ht. 2465

Start ad on
Enclosed is $

a

CLEANING CENTER
Country Club Quality at neighborhood prices

266 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
Monday -Friday 7:30 a.m. to 7 p co. - Saturday 9 a.m. to 6

m

(Next to Lucky Market)

287-0933
FREE
prizes!

Atits

FREE
gifts!

ALL
invited!

BRING
THE
KIDDIES!

OPENING SPECIALS
t BONUS
1st Garment regular price
2nd Garment (Same Type) 10
SHIRTS (LAUNDERED) 4 for 990

4

